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Abstract
This paper introduces Investigate-Consolidate-
Exploit (ICE), a novel strategy for enhancing the
adaptability and flexibility of AI agents through
inter-task self-evolution. Unlike existing meth-
ods focused on intra-task learning, ICE pro-
motes the transfer of knowledge between tasks
for genuine self-evolution, similar to human ex-
perience learning. The strategy dynamically in-
vestigates planning and execution trajectories,
consolidates them into simplified workflows and
pipelines, and exploits them for improved task
execution. Our experiments on the XAgent
framework demonstrate ICE’s effectiveness, re-
ducing API calls by as much as 80% and sig-
nificantly decreasing the demand for the model’s
capability. Specifically, when combined with
GPT-3.5, ICE’s performance matches that of
raw GPT-4 across various agent tasks. We ar-
gue that this self-evolution approach represents a
paradigm shift in agent design, contributing to a
more robust AI community and ecosystem, and
moving a step closer to full autonomy.

1 Introduction
The trajectory of human evolution unfolds as a continual
process of assimilating and distilling experiences from the
past, perpetually advancing the frontiers of human capa-
bilities. This self-directed evolution involves incorporating
insights from past failures within tasks to rectify errors, and
drawing upon successful experiences across tasks to en-
hance effectiveness and efficiency. Current language mod-
els including the GPT (OpenAI, 2022; 2023) and LLaMA
(Touvron et al., 2023a;b) series have showcased a remark-
able capacity to engage in sophisticated task-solving as
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agents. While they can leverage tools to address specific
capability-related challenges within the task, these agents
inherently lack the innate capacity to glean insights from
past successes and failures to self-evolve.

Enabling language model-driven agents to assimilate prior
experiences, akin to human-like experiential learning, has
inspired a spectrum of approaches. These include the inte-
gration of post-failure reflections into the model’s context
(Shinn et al., 2023; Miao et al., 2023; Qian et al., 2023b),
adaptive optimization of prompts for the models to accom-
modate instructions (Zhou et al., 2022; Yang et al., 2023;
Pryzant et al., 2023; Hsieh et al., 2023), and retrieval of past
contexts for more coherent and effective generation (Zhao
et al., 2023; Hu et al., 2023; Liu et al., 2023; Zhong et al.,
2023). These investigations primarily focus on intra-task
learning, addressing the execution of a specific task. How-
ever, they diverge from authentic self-evolution scenarios,
which prioritize the transfer of inter-task experiences.

Given humans cultivate cognitive flexibility and problem-
solving skills through diverse inter-task experiences, it is
similarly significant for agents to generalize past knowl-
edge to tackle new challenges. This contributes to inter-
task agent self-evolution, which enables the agent’s au-
tonomous adaptation and improvement of performance
over time. In inter-task scenarios, referencing the previous
execution outcomes or directly replicating the entire previ-
ous execution process, as seen in intra-task learning meth-
ods, proves impractical. This underscores the necessity of
disentanglement in experience for effective re-utilization of
past experiences.

In the context of current agent designs, a complete expe-
rience usually involves two aspects: i) Planning, which
entails understanding intricate user task objectives and
decomposing them into manageable units; ii) Execution,
which entails a sequence of interactions with the environ-
ment through tool invocation and feedback processing. The
blending of both experiences usually hampers the assim-
ilation of pertinent knowledge, impeding adaptability in
tackling diverse challenges. Therefore, advocating for their
separation within the agent’s self-evolution strategy is cru-
cial to facilitate experience learning and re-utilization. In
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Figure 1. An overview of the inter-task agent self-evolution. ICE automatically identifies re-utilizable plans and tool execution trajecto-
ries as past experiences for agent self-evolution. The human effort may also be involved in crafting experiences for learning.

Figure 1, we illustrate how plan and execution trajecto-
ries as past experiences could respectively be applied for
agent self-evolution. Despite this disentanglement, chal-
lenges persist in what contents are worth recording as ex-
perience, how to standardize their formats for convenient
inter-task learning, and when to apply them for future use
to raise task effectiveness and efficiency.

In this work, we propose INVESTIGATE-CONSOLIDATE-
EXPLOIT (ICE), the first strategy that enables inter-task
self-evolution of general agent designs. ICE disentangles
task planning records and execution trajectories as the past
experiences respectively for inter-task knowledge transfer,
thus promoting both efficiency and effectiveness when han-
dling new tasks. Specifically, ICE is divided into three
stages: (1) Investigate: To identify experiences that are
worth learning and referencing, we track the plan and status
of each decomposed goal and extract successful execution
trajectories for all the goals being handled. (2) Consoli-
date: To standardize the format of experiences to make fu-
ture re-utilization automatic and convenient, we prune the
plan into a linearized flow of successfully achieved goals
(workflow), transform the mined trajectories into finite au-
tomata (pipeline) that enable automated execution for spe-
cific purposes, and store them in the database as agent’s
memory. (3) Exploit: To enhance the efficiency and effec-
tiveness of new tasks by promptly accessing and utilizing
previously consolidated experiences, we retrieve the con-

solidated plans as in-context references for generating and
refining new plans, and directly apply the consolidated tra-
jectories with similar goals for automated execution.

To validate the effectiveness of our approach, we con-
ducted a series of experiments utilizing the XAgent frame-
work (XAgent-Team, 2023) for its clear disentanglement
of agent planning and execution, which provides an ideal
testbed for validating two self-evolution aspects. Through
case studies and controlled experiments, we demonstrate
that ICE can i) reduce model API calls by up to 80%, which
significantly saves computational resources; ii) diminish
the demands on models’ intrinsic abilities, which lowers
the barrier for agent deployment. Specifically, when paired
with GPT-3.5, our ICE strategy can rival the performance
of GPT-4 across diverse agent tasks.

Overall, the ICE strategy not only makes agent task com-
pletion more effective but also renders its execution more
time-efficient and grounding more cost-efficient. All these
aspects reflect the success of agent self-evolution.

2 Preliminaries
The experience accumulated during agent task handling
usually involves planning and execution. The planning pro-
cess is crucial in understanding user intentions and speci-
fying detailed subgoals, while the execution process entails
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interaction with the environment to implement the goals in
the plan. In general, we disentangle the agent’s planning
and execution experiences to facilitate their re-utilization.

For planning, we aim for a finer granularity in dividing
user goals. The utilization of a tree structure serves as
a typical and effective method for embodying this hierar-
chical representation. In the plan tree, the tree root repre-
sents the user’s ultimate goal G, and each non-root node
acts as a subgoal under its parent. For instance, the ul-
timate user goal G could be broken down into m sub-
goals G1, . . . , Gm, while G1 could be further broken down
into n subgoals G1-1, . . . , G1-n. Each subgoal Gx (where
x = x1-x2- . . . thus representing any subgoal) may encap-
sulate meta-information such as milestones that ought to
be achieved, suggestions on what to follow or avoid, etc.
In this way, the whole plan tree, along with all its meta-
information, serves as a holistic planning experience, in-
structing the agent in rational and effective decomposition
of user goals. In addition, the finer granularity provided
by the tree structure offers unique advantages, as each sub-
tree can serve as another valid experience for decomposing
subgoals, thus maximizing the utility of past experiences.

For execution, we aim to decompose goal accomplishment
into multiple steps of tool invocations, and the ReACT rea-
soning chain precisely meets this requirement. For each
goal G, its ReACT execution trajectory is represented by
TG = (s1, s2, . . . , sn), where TG represents the trajectory
with n steps of tool invocations for the goal G. Each step
si (1 ≤ i ≤ n) may encapsulate meta-information such as
the thoughts, tool name, tool inputs, and response from the
tool, etc. In this way, the whole execution trajectory, along
with all its meta-information, serves as a holistic execution
experience, guiding the agent to complete a goal effectively
and efficiently. The ReACT structure refines the steps to
complete a task, enabling greater flexibility in modifying,
consolidating, and storing the experiences of achieving a
specific goal.

Existing agent frameworks usually mix the planning and
execution into one process. However, XAgent (XAgent-
Team, 2023) stands out by differentiating these two facets,
achieved through the deployment of two distinct agent ex-
perts, each responsible for task planning and execution, re-
spectively. The planning system in XAgent is structured as
a tree, with all its leaf node subgoals executed through a
ReACT trajectory (Gx is a leaf node subgoal is equivalent
to TGx

exists). These traits all conform with the ideal agent
system that maximizes the flexibility and utility of past ex-
periences. In the following, we will mainly introduce our
ICE strategy through the XAgent framework. Nevertheless,
the core ideas behind our strategies could be generalized to
other complex agent designs.

Problem Formulation. Continuing with the symbols we
defined above, we formalize the research question as fol-
lows: For each goal Gi in a multitude of past user goals
G = {G1, . . . , Gm} (1 ≤ i ≤ m), its past experiences
involve the plan tree with Gi as the root (planning experi-
ence) and a set of execution trajectories T = {TGi

x
| x =

x1-x2- . . .} (execution experiences). Our goal is to apply
all these past experiences from G to improve the effective-
ness and efficiency of a new user goal Gnew /∈ G.

3 ICE Self-Evolution Strategy
In this section, we present an in-depth explanation of
the ICE self-evolution strategy for planning and execu-
tion. We divide the ICE strategy into Planning self-
evolution strategy and Execution self-evolution strategy,
each composed of three stages corresponding to INVESTI-
GATE, CONSOLIDATE, and EXPLOIT.

3.1 Planning ICE

The ICE of planning involves dynamic tracking the plan
during current task execution, pruning the plan as lin-
earized workflows, and retrieving the workflows from
memory as references for new goal decomposition.

Plan-Investigate The investigation of the plan aims to
monitor the entire planning process and each goal’s level
of completion, facilitating the subsequent identification of
valuable planning experiences. This entails tracking: i) the
initial plan generation (decomposition of the ultimate goal
G into subgoals), ii) any plan rectifications (e.g., splitting
subgoal Gi into Gi-1 and Gi-2, adding subgoal Gi+1 af-
ter Gi, etc.), and iii) the status of each goal or subgoal
in the plan. Specifically, a goal or subgoal’s status is as-
sessed based on whether the corresponding milestones are
achieved by its corresponding execution trajectory.

In Figure 2, we show the INVESTIGATE stage tracks the
split of a subgoal (in the red box) after its failure. The
expected output is a finalized plan tree detailing all goals,
subgoals, and their respective final statuses.

Plan-Consolidate The consolidation of the plan aims to
concatenate the successful goals and simplify the complex
tree structure into a linear one easy for the agent to learn
and refer to in the future. This entails i) pruning all the
failed goals or subgoals in the plan and ii) transforming the
successfully achieved goals into a linear structure.

Specifically, we first gather a set of goals and subgoals
whose final status is successful to form Gs. For each
Gx ∈ Gs (x = x1-x2- . . .), if it is not a leaf node in the
plan tree, we perform the following: First, for the subtree
extended from Gx, we prune all the subgoals in this subtree
whose final status is failure. Next, we sequentially gather
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Figure 2. The detailed illustration of Planning ICE. Planning ICE dynamically tracks the plan of the agent system during INVESTIGATE

stage, prunes and linearizes the plan into a workflow during CONSOLIDATE stage, and re-utilizes the workflow as a reference for new
goals during EXPLOIT stage.

all the subgoals that are leaf nodes in this subtree, forming

WGx = {Gleaf | ∃ TGleaf
, leaf = x-y1-y2- . . .},

(1)
where, Gleaf represents the leaf node under subgoal Gx.
We define WGx as the consolidated workflow of a suc-
cessfully achieved goal Gx. For all the goals or subgoals
in Gs, we could thus derive a set of workflows W =
{WGx

| Gx ∈ Gs}. All the consolidated workflows in
W will then be stored in the agent system’s memory, with
the description of Gx as key and WGx as value.

In Figure 2, we present in CONSOLIDATE stage the pruning
of the failed subgoal and storage of two linearized work-
flows respectively corresponding to the root goal and a sub-
goal. The construction of workflows significantly lowers
the learning barrier for future reference, and unifies the for-
mat of diverse planning experiences.

Plan-Exploit The exploitation of the plan aims to re-utilize
the consolidated workflows as in-context references to im-
prove the effectiveness of plan-making for the new user
task goal. This entails retrieving plans of similar goals both
during initial plan generation and plan rectifications.

Specifically, during the initial plan generation of a new task
goal Gnew, we first retrieve workflow from the memory
with a similar goal description. During the plan rectifica-
tion after any subgoal fails, we retrieve the workflows that

respectively align with i) the description of this failed sub-
goal Gnewx (x = x1- . . . xk) and ii) description of its parent
Gnewy (y = x1- . . . xk−1) as a higher-level goal. Leveraging
this prior knowledge, we guide the agent system to either
i) find improved methods to achieve Gnewx or ii) bypass
Gnewx to directly fulfill Gnewy . All the retrievals are based
on the cosine similarity of the embeddings of the goals’
descriptions.

In Figure 2, we reveal how to take reference from the re-
trieved workflow during initial plan generation in EXPLOIT
stage. This ensures an effective and efficient planning pro-
cess, aiding in the successful execution of subgoals later
during self-evolution.

3.2 Execution ICE

The ICE of execution aims at utilizing the experiences
gained from history to future inter-task execution. Intu-
itively, compared to the retrieved-augmented generation
method, directly re-utilizing the execution trajectories in a
restricted decoding manner is more efficient and can miti-
gate the cognitive burden of the agent. It involves record-
ing the execution trajectories, consolidating the trajectories
into pipelines, and the retrieval and execution of pipelines
from memory for new task execution.

Execution-Investigate The investigation of the execution
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Figure 3. The detailed illustration of Execution ICE. Execution ICE identifies successful execution trajectories of the agent system
during INVESTIGATE stage, extracts potential useful pipelines during CONSOLIDATE stage, and re-utilizes relevant pipelines for new
goals during EXPLOIT stage.

trajectories aims to identify all the trajectories that suc-
cessfully achieve their corresponding subgoals. Specifi-
cally, for all the leaf node subgoals Gx in the plan tree,
we record TGx

if the final status of Gx is a success. This
is because completely failed trajectories are more difficult
to be directly taken as references during future task execu-
tion. Note that though we do not include failed trajectories,
we still include errors that occurred during certain steps, as
long as they do not cause the whole trajectory to fail.

In Figure 3, we present an execution trajectory with re-
peated and wrong tool calls in certain steps, but we still
record it during INVESTIGATE stage as it completes the
subgoal climate research.

Execution-Consolidate The consolidation of execution
aims to fix all the necessary steps of tool invocations to
achieve a specific goal, thus facilitating automatic execu-
tion. This entails i) pruning all the unnecessary tool invo-
cation steps, ii) adding more complex logic (e.g. switching
logic) to make the trajectory to success more robust, and iii)
explicitly suggesting how to transit to the next tool invoca-
tion step (e.g. which tool to use, how to fill in parameters).

We note that for the execution trajectory TGx
=

(s1, s2, . . . , sn) aiming at subgoal Gx, if the tool name and
parameters of every si are fixed, then TGx can be executed
in a finite automaton manner. Therefore, we transform TGx

into the format of an automaton represented by:

AGx
= ((Q,Σ, δ)), (2)

where Q denotes a set of tool invocation nodes, Σ denotes

edges representing rules or suggestions under which transi-
tions occur, and δ denotes the transition function defined as
δ : Q×Σ → Q. We define AGx

as a consolidated pipeline
for Gx. Note that for each node in a pipeline, the next step
of tool invocation is restricted by its out-degree. This facil-
itates the agent to make more informed choices efficiently,
in contrast to predicting arbitrarily within an open-ended
ReACT trajectory.

The transformation from TGx
to AGx

is automatically done
by prompting GPT-4 with demonstrations (detailed in Ap-
pendix A). All strategies, including filtering repeated or
useless nodes and adding switching logic, are explicitly in-
structed and demonstrated in examples. The rules and sug-
gestions on how to transit from one node to another are also
prompted. Finally, we store AGx

into the agent system’s
memory with Gx and its corresponding milestones as the
key.

In Figure 3, we present a consolidated pipeline with a
switching structure. The previous repeated tool invocation
(Node 2.3) is pruned, and the rule for the switching logic
is explicitly added to avoid the irreversible failure brought
by the wrong tool invocation (Node 2.3). Through consoli-
dation into pipelines, the ReACT trajectories become more
efficient and robust, while concurrently allowing for auto-
matic execution.

Execution-Exploit The exploitation of execution aims to
directly apply the consolidated pipelines for use when han-
dling new goals during future task execution. This entails
retrieving pipelines according to the similarity of goals and
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executing the top-one pipeline.

Specifically, for a new subgoal Gnewx in a new user task,
we retrieve the pipeline with the most similar goal descrip-
tion and milestones. Note that there’s a threshold of sim-
ilarity in retrieval, and the agent will fall back to ReACT
execution if the similarity is not enough. If a pipeline is
successfully retrieved, then the automaton execution pro-
cess will start. During execution, the agent will either i)
complete the tool parameters if there is only one outgoing
edge, or ii) choose from multiple outgoing edges, follow-
ing the suggestions of the outgoing edge(s) to move to the
next node.

In Figure 3, we show a successful exploitation of the stored
pipeline to execute a similar subgoal about climate news
searching. Flexible uses of pipelines can serve as a sub-
stitute for executing ReACT trajectories, thus effectively
reducing the model API calls and making the whole execu-
tion more time-efficient and cost-efficient.

4 Experiments
To validate the effectiveness of INVESTIGATE-
CONSOLIDATE-EXPLOIT strategy, we conduct exper-
iments on the XAgent framework (XAgent-Team, 2023).
Following the settings in ToolLLM (Qin et al., 2024), the
agent system has access to high-quality RapidAPIs and
external tools. We implement two ICE strategies based on
this framework.

4.1 Experimental Settings

Data As previous agent benchmarks do not involve com-
plex tool invocation scenarios beneficial for intricate learn-
ing experiences, we manually create 40 tasks that encour-
age the invocation of diverse tools but are still within the
agent’s capabilities. These encompass a wide range of sce-
narios including trip planning, data analysis, review writ-
ing, etc. We randomly divide the tasks into 20 data points
as the training set and the other 20 data points as the test-
ing set. The training set is used for the INVESTIGATE and
CONSOLIDATE stages, where the agent dynamically tracks
the plans, identifies execution trajectories, and further con-
solidates them into workflows or pipelines stored in the
agent memory. With these past experiences, the agent sys-
tem then performs the tasks in the testing set to validate our
strategy.

Settings After performing the INVESTIGATE and CON-
SOLIDATE stages with the workflows and pipelines stored
in agent memory, we first test on data points within the
training set to ensure the feasibility of ICE in same task
self-evolution. Then, we generalize these prior experiences
as resources for the self-evolution on tasks of similar dis-

tribution in the testing set. We also apply the Pinecone
database as the agent’s memory (detailed in Appendix B).

Baseline We apply GPT-4 as the backbone model for the
XAgent framework. We also involve GPT-4 for the con-
solidation of execution trajectories into workflows as intro-
duced previously. We compare against several baselines: i)
Standard XAgent (No ICE applied, GPT-4 or GPT-3.5
based), ii) Only Planning ICE (GPT-4 based), iii) Only
Execution ICE (GPT-4 based), iv) Planning and Execution
ICE (GPT-3.5 applied during EXPLOIT stage).

Metrics We objectively measure task performance
through several dimensions. Please refer to Appendix B
for a more detailed definition.

• API Calls: We count the total model API calls and the
number of API calls aiming at tool invocation. API calls
explicitly reflect the cost-efficiency and implicitly re-
flect the time-efficiency.

• Completion Rate: We measure the passing rate of all
the subgoals after executing the trajectory, which re-
flects the effectiveness in comprehensively achieving the
user task goals.

• Rectification Times: We record the times of plan recti-
fication, which reflects the effectiveness of plan-making.

• Re-utilization Rate: We record the re-utilization rate of
the consolidated pipelines, which reflects the effective-
ness of pipeline exploitation.

4.2 Results

We present our quantitative experimental results in Table 1
and Table 2, dividing the results of training and testing sets
according to different backbone models and ICE strategies.

Efficiency of ICE in Reducing API Calls. Our findings
indicate that both the planning and execution ICE signifi-
cantly reduce the model’s API calls. The combination of
both strategies can reduce total calls by 80%, demonstrat-
ing the substantial cost and time efficiency of the ICE strat-
egy. A comparative analysis further reveals that the pri-
mary source of this reduction is the execution ICE. This is
because the execution trajectory itself takes up most of the
model API calls originally in the XAgent framework, and
the consolidated pipelines can now serve as a more efficient
substitute.

Effectiveness of ICE in Task Execution and Plan For-
mulation. Strategies incorporating ICE generally yield a
higher subtask completion rate than the standard XAgent.
Additionally, the number of rectifications required for the
plan is considerably reduced. These results suggest that
ICE enhances the effectiveness of subtask execution and
the rationality and effectiveness of the plans formulated.
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ICE Strategy Model API Calls
(All)

API Calls
(Tools)

Completion Rate
(Subtasks, %)

Rectifications
Times

Re-utilization
Rate

Standard (w/o ICE) GPT-4 3025 807 82.18 45 -
GPT-3.5 4535 901 37.21 275 -

Planning ICE GPT-4 2073 628 89.55 39 -
Execution ICE GPT-4 456 317 93.10 - 53.52

Planning + Execution GPT-4 495 313 90.32 6 47.89
GPT-3.5 401 257 90.74 5 53.52

Table 1. ICE results on the 20 training set tasks to test same task evolution.

ICE Strategy Model API Calls
(All)

API Calls
(Tools)

Completion Rate
(Subtasks, %)

Rectifications
Times

Re-utilization
Rate

Standard (w/o ICE) GPT-4 2265 745 72.97 107 -
GPT-3.5 4071 880 25.33 234 -

Planning ICE GPT-4 1779 532 86.36 35 -
Execution ICE GPT-4 443 318 94.44 - 39.44

Planning + Execution GPT-4 540 384 90.00 6 47.89
GPT-3.5 610 258 86.96 6 35.21

Table 2. ICE results on the 20 testing set tasks to test self-evolution on tasks of similar distribution.

Applicability of Extracted Pipelines. The re-utilization
rate of the mined pipelines from the training set tasks to
the testing set is approximately 50%. This rate indicates
that the consolidated pipelines resulting from the execution
ICE strategy are generally applicable to unseen scenarios,
demonstrating our strategy’s robustness.

GPT-3.5 vs. GPT-4 Performance. We apply GPT-3.5
during the EXPLOIT stage of ICE to raise efficiency dur-
ing experience re-utilization. We discover using GPT-3.5
as the backbone model during experience exploitation also
exhibits a high completion rate and low rectification times,
rivaling the performance of GPT-4. Moreover, it signif-
icantly outperforms the standard XAgent across all met-
rics. These findings suggest that the ICE strategy can sig-
nificantly reduce the demand for the backbone model’s ca-
pability when re-utilizing these consolidated experiences,
thereby facilitating more cost-efficient agent deployment.

4.3 Case Study

To more closely examine the ICE strategy, we go over it
with a case study, demonstrating three different scenarios.

Planning Investigate and Consolidate As shown on the
left of Figure 4, we construct a scenario about the prepara-
tion of a blog post. During this task execution, we dynami-
cally track the status of each subgoal and any rectifications
(e.g. the split of subgoal 2 into a smaller one 2.1, the ad-
dition of new subgoals 2.2 and 2.3). According to their
final status, subgoals 2 and 2.1 are pruned from the tree
during consolidation. Therefore, the final workflows are

composed of subgoals {1, 2.2, 2.3, 3} for the ultimate user
goal, and {2.2, 2.3} for subgoal 2. They would be stored in
the plan database for future use.

Execution Investigate and Consolidate As shown on the
right of Figure 4, we construct another scenario about fi-
nancial investment. For the first subgoal, we record the suc-
cessful execution trajectory with repeated tool invocations.
This trajectory is then consolidated into a static pipeline,
where the repeated tool invocations are pruned for simpli-
fication, and the rules are explicitly added on edges to fa-
cilitate transitions between nodes. With the pipeline’s goal
and its corresponding milestones as the key, the pipeline is
stored in the pipeline database for future use.

Planning and Execution Exploit As shown in Figure 5,
the exploitation process involves retrieving workflows with
a similar goal description from the plan database to serve as
a reference for the initial plan generation of a new user task
goal. Subsequently, each subgoal in the plan, along with its
corresponding milestones, is utilized to retrieve a pipeline
for automatic execution. This integrated approach ensures
alignment with previously successful task goal decomposi-
tion structures, contributing to more effective and efficient
execution of the current task.

4.4 Ablation Study

Settings We conduct an ablation study on the number of
training tasks used for experience storage. The Standard
XAgent setting represents zero prior experience, while pre-
vious experiments entail 20 tasks to store experiences. In
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Prepare for a movie review blog post.

Thought: To efficiently address the broad scope, the 
plan has been divided into three subgoals, each 
focusing on a specific aspect of the query. Future 
operations may refine the research output with 
filtering and analysis techniques.

Subgoal 1 Success, 2 Failed.

Subgoal 1: Movie Selection.
Select a movie to review for the blog post
Milestones 1: ...

Subgoal 2: Information Gathering.
Gather detailed information about the selected movie.
Milestones 2: …

Subgoal 3: Draft Writing.
Draft the movie review for the blog post.
Milestones 3: …

Thought: Since subgoal 2 failed, we split it 
into smaller, more focused goal …

Subgoal 2.1: Behind-the-Scenes and Trivia
Check movie fan forums and dedicated movie 
trivia websites to collect ...
Milestones 2.1: …
…

Subgoal 2.2 Success, 2.3 Success, 3 Success.

Query complete.

Subgoal 2.1 Failed.

Thought: The initial goal was too broad and 
might fail due to … Since the web search tool 
is limited, we are adding subgoals that utilize 
available resources like …

Subgoal 2.2: Review Analysis.
Analyze existing movie reviews to understand 
critical reception and key talking points.
Milestones 2.2: …

Subgoal 2.3: Summary of Cast and Crew Insights.
Gather insights on the cast and crew's 
experiences and contributions to the film.
Milestones 2.3: …

Goal: Prepare for a movie review 
blog post.…

Subgoal 2: Gather detailed 
information about the selected movie.
…

Subgoal 2.1
…

Subgoal 2.2
…
Subgoal 2.3
…

Plan Data Base

KEY

VAL

Plan Consolidate

Plan Investigate

KEY

VAL

Planning, research and execution of a financial 
investment in the cryptocurrency market.

Subgoal 1: Market Analysis.
Identify promising cryptocurrencies based on current 
market trends
Milestones 1: i)Use search engine to gather information on 
top-performing cryptocurrencies, ii)…

Subgoal 2
…

Thought: Beginning with the trending cryptocurrencies API 
seems to be a logical first step as it should provide a 
snapshot of what's currently ...
Tool: cryptocurrency_markets_trending
Tool Input: {}
Tool output: cryptocurrencies exhibiting significant volume 
increases and capturing traders' interest: i) Coin1 …

Thought: Since we now have a list of cryptocurrencies with 
good market performance and potential for growth, …
Tool: write_to_file
Tool Input: {“path”: “analysist.txt”, “content”: “Final Market 
Analysis Summary:\n\nPromising cryptocurrencies:\n-
Coin1 …”}
Tool output: write file success

Repeated tool calling

Subgoal 1 Success

Subgoal 1

Tool Call Num: 10

Tool Call Num: 6

The write_to_file tool is used to write the analysis of 
overlapping cryptocurrencies across trending, top 
gainers, and most visited lists into a file named 
'analysis.txt’…

…

…
…

… The last tool is used to write the final market analysis 
summary, including future recommendations, into the 
'analysis.txt' file…

Goal: Identify promising. 
cryptocurrencies based on current 
market trends.
Milestones: i)Use search engine to 
gather information on top-
performing cryptocurrencies, ii)…

Pipeline Data Base

Execution Consolidate

Subgoal 1 complete. Move to 
subgoal 2 …

Subgoal 2

…

Execution Investigate

Continue Execution Investigate

…

…

VAL

KEY

condition

condition

condition

The first tool, cryptocurrency_markets_trending, 
is used to fetch the list of trending 
cryptocurrencies…

Figure 4. Case study on the INVESTIAGTE and CONSOLIDATE stages for the planning (left) and execution (right) self-evolution.

Tasks for Experience Storage 0 10 20

API Calls (All) 2265 750 540
API Calls (Tools) 745 408 384

Completion Rate (Subtasks, %) 72.97 87.50 90.00
Rectification Times 107 6 6
Re-utilization Rate - 44.44 47.89

Table 3. Results of ablation study on the number of tasks used for
the storage of experiences.

this study, We randomly choose 10 tasks from the training
set to store experiences, which are then exploited by the
same 20 tasks in the testing set. We apply GPT-4 as the
base model for XAgent’s execution.

Results In Table 3, we show as the number of tasks used for
experience storage increases, the subtask completion rate
gradually increases, while API calls significantly decrease.
At the same time, more stored experiences could facilitate
the pipeline’s re-utilization. We discuss ICE’s scaling ef-
fect in Section 5 in detail.
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Plan a trip to a foreign country and look for 
potential job opportunities there.

KEY

Reference Plan
Goal: Plan a business trip to a foreign location and gather important 
information about that place.

Subgoal 1: Plan Travel Itinerary.
Outline the business trip schedule, including flights, accommodation, 
and local transportation.
Milestones 1: …

Subgoal 2: Create a Detailed Trip Agenda.
Develop a comprehensive daily itinerary that includes all business 
appointments, meals, and potential leisure activities.
Milestones 2: …
…

VAL

Thought: The original goal consists of two major 
components, that is planning a trip and finding job 
opportunities …

Initial Plan

Subgoal 1: Plan a trip.
Plan a comprehensive itinerary to the chosen foreign 
country.
Milestones 1: …

Subgoal 2: Job opportunities.
Research about job opportunities in the destination 
country.
Milestones 2: …

Thought: I have followed the ideas from the previous 
goal but added more detail to make them as 
comprehensive and efficient as possible. This plan 
avoids goals that are likely to fail and instead focuses 
on achievable goals, bearing in mind the limitations 
and possible issues that might arise. The refined plan 
will give a step-by-step guide to planning a trip and job 
hunting in a foreign country.

Refined Plan

Subgoal 1: Plan Detailed Itinerary.
Refine the travel itinerary to the destination 
country considering factors like duration of 
stay, places to visit and travel costs
Milestones: i) Research potential flights and 
compare prices and schedules using an online 
travel agency. ii)…

Subgoal 2: Research Job Opportunities.
Identify potential job opportunities in the 
destination country and analyze the job 
market trends
Milestones: i) Research job market trends 
and opportunities in the destination country.
ii)…

Plan Generation

Plan Refine
… avoid calling the tool 
repeatedly by fetching all 
necessary information in 
one call…

…… This node 
represents the 
finalization of …

Pipeline Data Base
VAL

KEY

Subgoal 1

Subgoal 1 Success

Pipeline Execution

Plan Data Base

KEYVAL

Subgoal 2 Success
Pipeline Execution

Query complete.

No need for plan refine.

Subgoal 2

Pipeline Retrieval

Plan Retrieval

Pipeline Retrieval

business_trip_preparation

study_abroad_destinations_analysis

Tool: scheduled_flights_level
Tool Input: {}
Tool output: {"error": "No input 
parameters provided”}

Tool: get_trip_plan
Tool Input: {"days": 
5,"destination":"Singapore"}
Tool output: “Day 1”: 
{“Morning”:“Explore the …”}
Tool: write_to_file
Tool Input: "filepath": 
"itinerary.txt","content": "Day 
1:\nMorning: Explore the…”
Tool output: write file success

… used to fail due to 
missing parameters …

…

…

Tool: list_cities_asia
Tool Input: {"sort":"desc","sort_by":”overall_score","size":"20",
"page":"1"}
Tool output: 1. Seoul, South Korea. Overall score: 86…

Begin by fetching the 
list of top Asian cities...

End the workflow after …

Use the collected data to 
write an initial draft … Tool: write_to_file

Tool Input: “filepath”: “Potential_Cities.txt", "content": 
"Potential Cities for Job Opportunities:\n\nAsia:\n- Seoul
Tool output: write file success

Figure 5. Case study on the EXPLOIT stage for the planning (up) and execution (down) self-evolution.

5 Discussions
The ICE strategies we proposed for self-evolution inspire
many future research directions and open questions that we
will discuss here.

Self-Evolution through Failed Experiences. Our ICE
strategy primarily consolidates successful experiences.

However, during the INVESTIGATE stage, errors are in-
evitable and the information gathered from these failed
experiences is also valuable. Successful experiences pro-
vide a straightforward path for the agent system to em-
ulate, while failed experiences offer lessons on what to
avoid. These failed experiences, however, are challeng-
ing to directly apply as they require the system’s introspec-
tive capability. Future research could address this potential
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challenge by transforming failed experiences into explicit
suggestions or rules, in order to avoid setting unattainable
goals in the plan or invoking tools that are likely to fail dur-
ing the execution.

Experience for In-context Learning or Direct Applica-
tion. During the EXPLOIT stage, the workflows are used
for in-context reference, and the pipelines are directly ap-
plied for re-utilization. This approach acknowledges that
the user’s high-level goal is often not closely similar, mak-
ing it challenging to directly apply the consolidated work-
flows to perform decomposition. In contrast, the consoli-
dated pipeline aims to execute a low-level subgoal, which
is more likely to be directly re-utilized under a similar
high-level goal. Both methods have strengths and weak-
nesses: i) In-context reference is more flexible but requires
the model’s attention to detail for successful adaptation. ii)
Direct application is straightforward and more efficient in
terms of time and cost, but the consolidated pipeline’s goal
may still not align perfectly with the current subgoal, mak-
ing the evaluation of its effectiveness complex. Future re-
search should focus on designing more robust methods to
better balance these two approaches, as they constitute the
core of self-evolution.

Scaling and Grokking of Agent Self-Evolution. Our
experiments have conclusively demonstrated the practical-
ity of transforming prior experiences to facilitate new tasks.
As larger memory volume allows for more precise and rel-
evant retrieval, the accumulation of stored experiences can
lead to scaling and grokking effects: the agent’s execu-
tion time and cost can be further reduced, while the tasks
to which these experiences could generalize become more
complex and diverse. With the whole agent community in-
volved, the collection of past experiences becomes more
flexible and easier, as anyone can contribute and share their
agent’s task execution records for learning. This makes our
ICE strategy highly scalable and increasingly beneficial as
more past experiences are accumulated.

6 Related Work
LLM-driven AI Agent. Recent large language models
(LLMs) have continuously demonstrated emerging intelli-
gence (Wei et al., 2022a) in generating high-quality texts
and codes (Zeng et al., 2022; Chowdhery et al., 2023; Ope-
nAI, 2022; 2023; Touvron et al., 2023a), performing robust
reasoning (Wei et al., 2022b; Gao et al., 2023; Yao et al.,
2023; Qian et al., 2023c), and leveraging tools (Schick
et al., 2023; Qin et al., 2023; Patil et al., 2023; Qin et al.,
2024). These abilities enable LLMs to actively interact
with the environment as agents, making plans and ground-
ing actions while processing feedback (Xi et al., 2023;
Wang et al., 2023a; Yao et al., 2022; Ye et al., 2023a;b).

Current research into LLM agents involves the construc-
tion of robust agent frameworks (Qian et al., 2023b; Cai
et al., 2024; Gur et al., 2024), exploration of multi-agent
behaviors (Park et al., 2023; Chan et al., 2024; Chen et al.,
2024; Li et al., 2023; Qian et al., 2023a), and benchmarks
for agent evaluations (Zhou et al., 2023; Liu et al., 2024).
Apart from these directions, we investigate the capability
of agent self-evolution through ICE.

Memory-Based LLM Enhancement. The implementa-
tion of the ICE strategy requires the agent’s memory capac-
ity. Early studies including memory-augmented networks
(Meng & Huang, 2018; Graves & Wayne) and their compu-
tational universality (Schuurmans, 2023) utilized the mem-
ory matrix for the model’s long-term information storage.
Recent works focus on other memorizing mechanisms,
such as MemoryBank inspired by Ebbinghaus’ forgetting
curve theory (Zhong et al., 2023) and Think-in-Memory to
imitate human-like recalling and post-thinking ability (Liu
et al., 2023). Other external modules are also incorporated
into the agent’s architecture (Sumers et al., 2023), enhanc-
ing LLM through external memory retrieval (Izacard et al.,
2023), disentanglement of memory and knowledge (Wang
et al., 2023b), and database as symbolic memory (Hu et al.,
2023). ICE utilizes external memory to store consolidated
plans and pipelines, enabling LLM self-evolution through
past experiences.

LLM Self-Improvement. The concept of self-
improvement is implicitly expressed in some current
works, but not investigated in depth or uniquely as a
strategy for agent designs. For most studies, this is
demonstrated as the agent’s iterative adaptation through
task-execution (Madaan et al., 2023; Sun et al., 2023),
code-execution (Qian et al., 2023b), or physical simu-
lation (Song et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023c) feedback.
Other self-evolution strategies take the form of prompt
adaptation and optimization (Zhou et al., 2022; Yang
et al., 2023; Pryzant et al., 2023; Hsieh et al., 2023),
continuous improvement through error-identification and
self-reflection (Shinn et al., 2023; Miao et al., 2023; Qian
et al., 2023b), and retrieval from database as short or
long-term memory (Zhao et al., 2023; Hu et al., 2023; Liu
et al., 2023; Zhong et al., 2023). These works primarily
emphasize the iterative refinement of a single task within
a loop-structured LLM-based framework. In contrast,
ICE confronts the challenges associated with inter-task
agent self-evolution, offering strategies for the effective
exploitation of past experiences.

7 Conclusion
In this work, we introduce INVESTIGATE-CONSOLIDATE-
EXPLOIT (ICE), a novel strategy to facilitate the agent’s
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inter-task self-evolution. ICE identifies the plan and execu-
tion trajectories as valuable past experiences for reference
and re-utilization, thereby promoting the agent’s continu-
ous improvement. Through experiments on XAgent, we
show the ICE strategy can reduce model API calls by up
to 80% and significantly lower requirements for model ca-
pabilities, thereby enhancing the deployment of agent sys-
tems in terms of time efficiency, cost efficiency, and over-
all task execution effectiveness. Our work contributes to
the burgeoning field of research focused on intelligent AI
agents, highlighting the potential for complex agents to
continuously learn from past experiences and adapt to di-
verse scenarios. We hope that our research and discussions
will inspire a new paradigm in agent design, ultimately
contributing to the development of a more robust ecosys-
tem for AI agents.
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Appendix

A Demonstrations for Pipeline
Consolidation

System prompt and in-context examples used in pipeline
consolidation:

System Prompt

You are an experienced pipeline
extractor who can extract rules and
experiences given an execution
trajectory.

You are given an execution trajectory
with tool calls, which contain the
tool name and tool input arguments.
You need to generate some
information describing what nodes
and edges this pipeline contains:

1. some natural language comments and
conditions explaining how the
current tool call moves to the next
tool call.

2. edges between tool calls
3. nodes for every tool call

Here are two examples:
{examples}

Note that:
- If one tool call appears more than

once in the tool records, try to i)
filter them and leave only one
tool call node if those tool calls
are useless repeated trials, ii)
add switch logic as the example
does, which means there are
multiple out edges from the tool
node.

- Always add the start node and end
node in the nodes, and start edge
and end edge in the edges.

- Try to simplify the pipeline. Avoid
including the wrong tool call
trials in the nodes and edges,
instead add comments to the edges
to state what should be noticed to
avoid error happening or add error
handle logic such as switch logic.

- Do not miss any properties in nodes
and edges. Node name, tool name,
and node type in nodes. Edge name,

edge type, from node to node, and
comments in edges.

In-context Examples

Example 1:
Query: Fetch the information of a

product with sku W003247135 and
W003247136.

Execution Trajectory:

Tool Name:
RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair_products
_detail

Tool Arguments: {"sku": "W003247135"}
Tool Output: "response1"

Tool Name:
RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair_reviews
_list

Tool Arguments: {"sku": "W003247135"}
Tool Output: "response2"

Tool Name:
RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair_products
_detail

Tool Arguments: {"sku": "W003247136"}
Tool Output: "response3"

Tool Name: FileSystemEnv_write_to_file
Tool Arguments: {"filepath": "

blog_post_material.txt", "content":
"response1 + response2"}

Tool Output: "response1 + response2 +
response"

Pipeline:
"pipeline_name": "product review fetch

and write",
"pipeline_purpose": "Fetch overview

information and details information
of a given product.",

"nodes": [
{

"node_name": "start",
"tool_name": "Start",
"node_type": "Start"

},
{

"node_name": "end",
"tool_name": "End",
"node_type": "End"

},
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{
"node_name": "product_detail_1",
"tool_name": "

RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair
_products_detail",

"node_type": "ToolServer"
},
{

"node_name": "review_list",
"tool_name": "

RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair
_reviews_list",

"node_type": "ToolServer"
},
{

"node_name": "product_detail_2",
"tool_name": "

RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair
_products_detail",

"node_type": "ToolServer"
},
{

"node_name": "write_file",
"tool_name": "

FileSystemEnv_write_to_file",
"node_type": "ToolServer"

}
],
"edges": [
{

"edge_name": "start_product_detail
",

"edge_type": "data",
"from_node": "start",
"to_node": "product_detail_1",
"comments": [

"The first tool,
RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair
_products_detail, is used
to fetch the product
details for the given SKU."

]
},
{

"edge_name": "
product_detail_review_list",

"edge_type": "data",
"from_node": "product_detail_1",
"to_node": "review_list",
"comments": [

"The second tool,
RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair
_reviews_list, is used to
fetch the reviews for the

same SKU."
]

},
{

"edge_name": "
review_list_product_detail_2",

"edge_type": "data",
"from_node": "review_list",
"to_node": "product_detail_2",
"comments": [

"The third tool,
RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair
_products_detail, is used
to fetch the reviews for
the SKU W003247136."

]
},
{

"edge_name": "
product_detail_2_write_file",

"edge_type": "data",
"from_node": "product_detail_2",
"to_node": "write_file",
"comments": [

"The fourth tool,
FileSystemEnv_write_to_file
, is used to write the
fetched product details and
reviews into a file named

’blog_post_material.txt’."
]

},
{

"edge_name": "end_pipeline",
"edge_type": "data",
"from_node": "write_file",
"to_node": "end",
"comments": []

}
]

Example 2:
Query: Fetch the information of a

product with sku W003247135.

Execution Trajectory:

Tool Name:
RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair_products
_detail

Tool Arguments: {"sku": "W003247135"}
Tool Output: "fail. Can not find

product W003247135. Supported
product: W003247136, W003247137,
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..."

Tool Name: FileSystemEnv_write_to_file
Tool Arguments: {"filepath": "

fail_reason_and_suggestions.txt", "
content": "Reason: The current
available product ids do not
include sku W003247135.\
nSuggestions: However, a similar
product W003247136 can be obtained
."}

Tool Output: "Reason: The current
available product ids do not
include sku W003247135.\
nSuggestions: However, a similar
product W003247136 can be obtained
."

Tool Name:
RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair_products
_detail

Tool Arguments: {"sku": "W003247136"}
Tool Output: "response 1"

Tool Name:
RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair_reviews_list

Tool Arguments: {"sku": "W003247136"}
Tool Output: "response 2"

Tool Name: FileSystemEnv_write_to_file
Tool Arguments: {"filepath": "

blog_post_material.txt", "content":
"response1 + response2"}

Tool Output: "response1 + response2"

Pipeline:
"pipeline_name": "product review fetch

and write",
"pipeline_purpose": "Fetch overview

information and details information
of a given product.",

"nodes": [
{

"node_name": "start",
"tool_name": "Start",
"node_type": "Start"

},
{

"node_name": "end",
"tool_name": "End",
"node_type": "End"

},
{

"node_name": "product_detail",
"tool_name": "

RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair
_products_detail",

"node_type": "ToolServer"
},
{

"node_name": "
write_fail_reason_and_suggestions
",

"tool_name": "
FileSystemEnv_write_to_file",

"node_type": "ToolServer"
},
{

"node_name": "product_detail_retry
",

"tool_name": "
RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair
_products_detail",

"node_type": "ToolServer"
},
{

"node_name": "review_list",
"tool_name": "

RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair
_reviews_list",

"node_type": "ToolServer"
},
{

"node_name": "
write_obtained_information",

"tool_name": "
FileSystemEnv_write_to_file",

"node_type": "ToolServer"
}
],
"edges": [
{

"edge_name": "start_product_detail
",

"edge_type": "data",
"from_node": "start",
"to_node": "product_detail",
"comments": [

"The first tool,
RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair
_products_detail, is used
to fetch the product
details for the given SKU."

]
},
{

"edge_name": "
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product_detail_write_fail
_reason_and_suggestions",

"edge_type": "data",
"from_node": "product_detail",
"to_node": "

write_fail_reason_and_suggestions
",

"comments": [
"Here is a switch logic: If the

response from node
product_detail is failed,
which means the
RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair
_products_detail tool do
not support the product SKU
given in the user query,
FileSystemEnv_write_to_file
, is used to write the
failed reason and
suggestions into a file
named ’
fail_reason_and_suggestions
.txt’."

]
},
{

"edge_name": "
write_fail_reason_and_suggestions
_product_detail_retry",

"edge_type": "data",
"from_node": "

write_fail_reason_and_suggestions
",

"to_node": "product_detail_retry",
"comments": [

"Retry the
RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair
_products_detail tool with
suggestions written before
."

]
},
{

"edge_name": "product_detail_retry
_review_list",

"edge_type": "data",
"from_node": "product_detail_retry

",
"to_node": "review_list",
"comments": [

"Use the response from node
product_detail_retry to
review_list, the
RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair

_reviews_list tool, to
fetch the reviews for the
suggested SKU."

]
},
{

"edge_name": "
product_detail_review_list",

"edge_type": "data",
"from_node": "product_detail",
"to_node": "review_list",
"comments": [

"product_detail node appears
the second time here, so
here is another possible
option for the switch logic
: If the response from node
product_detail is

successful, then
RapidAPIEnv_rapi_wayfair
_reviews_list, is used
directly to fetch the
reviews for the same SKU."

]
},
{

"edge_name": "
review_list_write_obtained
_information",

"edge_type": "data",
"from_node": "review_list",
"to_node": "

write_obtained_information",
"comments": [

"The next tool,
FileSystemEnv_write_to_file
, is used to write the
fetched product details and
reviews into a file named

’blog_post_material.txt’."
]

},
{

"edge_name": "end_pipeline",
"edge_type": "data",
"from_node": "

write_obtained_information",
"to_node": "end",
"comments": []

}
]
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B Experimental Setting Details
We apply the Pinecone vector database as the agent sys-
tem’s memory. For the consolidated workflows, we use the
ultimate user’s goal or the subgoals as the key and store
the whole corresponding workflow. For the consolidated
pipelines, we use the subgoal and its milestones as the key
and store the pipeline with its name. The pipeline is consol-
idated into JSON format. The embedding of the key is de-
rived by calling OpenAI text-embedding-ada-002.
The retrievals of workflows and pipelines are all based on
the embedding’s cosine similarity.

For the metrics we apply, the total model API calls re-
fer to all the calls of the backbone model regarding
planning and execution, while excluding the callings of
text-embedding-ada-002 for embeddings. The
calls for tool invocation under the XAgent framework re-
fer to how many times the handle subtask function is
called during execution. This function is in charge of de-
ciding how to handle the current subgoal and which tool to
invocate, thus representing the real execution steps in the
trajectory. The completion rate is measured by if the trajec-
tory ends explicitly with success as the final status with
all the milestones in the corresponding subgoal achieved.
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